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Abstract— In this paper, we consider adaptive bandwidth
allocation (ABA) within capacity tunnels as an effective
means for multi-hour network design. Traffic engineering
(TE) tunnels established in a network from border-toborder (b2b) can be used not only for route pinning
between ingress/egress node pairs but also for efficient
implementation of resilient network admission control.
If static bandwidth allocation (SBA) based on peak-rate
traffic assumptions is used to dimension the b2b tunnels,
fluctuations of the network traffic can lead to under- or
overprovisioning of network capacity within the tunnels.
If ABA is used instead, the tunnel sizes are continuously
adapted to current traffic conditions. The efficient use
of network capacity assigned to TE tunnels strongly
depends on the structure of these tunnels. Therefore,
the contribution of this paper is an assessment of the
bandwidth savings achievable with ABA in comparison
to SBA for various tunnel structures with different path
layouts and load balancing strategies. Our results show
that the capacity savings due to ABA depend on the routing
and load balancing schemes provisioned in the network
and that these savings may be increased by appropriately
chosen tunnel implementations.
Index Terms— Bandwidth allocation, capacity tunnels,
routing, load balancing, multi-hour network design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet service providers (ISPs) are facing two major
challenges today, namely the permanent increase of
traffic and the common request for Quality of Service
(QoS). To master the first issue and to guarantee the
second, ISPs must avoid congestion in their networks
at any cost. This can be achieved by means of traffic
engineering (TE). Configurable capacity tunnels, aka. TE
tunnels, are a popular means for TE within autonomous
system (AS) networks of today’s Internet because most
emerging network technologies support them. In (generalized) multi-protocol label switching (G)MPLS [1], [2],

label switched paths (LSPs) associated with a guaranteed
bandwidth are established through a network thereby
pinning the traffic to predetermined routes [3]. Capacity
tunnels might further be used to implement network
admission control (NAC) which is used to limit the
traffic transported from border-to-border (b2b) through
a network [4]. If the tunneling concept and NAC are
combined, the TE tunnels – we then call them borderto-border budgets (BBBs) – become load-controlled. In
contrast to a single LSP, a BBB can consist of a loadbalanced multi-path between border nodes. Per-flow AC
is then performed only at the tunnel ingress routers based
on the capacity of the BBBs. We call the corresponding NAC mechanism, the border-to-border budget based
NAC (BBB NAC) [4]. In the following, we explain the
problem considered in this work, give an overview of
related work, and characterize the structure of this paper.
We imagine a network scenario where admissioncontrolled TE tunnels are established between each
ingress/egress router pair. If the capacity of a tunnel does
not suffice to accomodate another flow, further flows are
blocked to ensure that the QoS of flows already admitted
to that tunnel is maintained. With static bandwidth
allocation (SBA), the tunnels have fixed sizes, i.e., they
do not adapt to traffic fluctuations. Therefore, they must
be dimensioned to cope with the busy-hour traffic which
can lead to inefficient use of tunnel-bound network
capacity at secondary times. This potential inefficiency
can be avoided if adaptive bandwidth allocation (ABA)
is applied to the tunnels.
The problem of efficient resource utilization is part of
the general network design problem [5] which covers,
next to bandwidth allocation [6], [7], many more issues
such as traffic estimation [8], multi-hour network design
[9]–[11], capacity dimensioning [12], routing [13], and
combinations thereof [14], [15]. As a consequence, the

network design problem has been studied in the literature
from many varying perspectives and in context of many
different underlying network technologies.
The performance gain of ABA compared to SBA can
be measured in different ways. Given a traffic model and
a specified network topology with predetermined link
capacities, the resulting b2b flow blocking probabilities
can be calculated. This is the conventional approach
which has been studied intensely in the context of call
blocking analysis in multi-service ATM networks [12],
[16], [17] and multi-layer architectures [18]. In contrast,
our method tries to quantify the performance gain of
ABA compared to SBA by means of bandwidth savings
achievable with ABA. Given a traffic model, a network
topology, and a targeted b2b blocking probability, we
determine the required capacitities for the TE tunnels and
compute the corresponding link capacities and, finally,
the resulting entire network capacity. In previous work,
we investigated the bandwidth savings potential of ABA
applied to simple single path capacity tunnels with regard
to an opportunistic traffic model [19] and to different
dynamic traffic models [20] which are more realistic
for wide area networks. In this paper, we want to
investigate the impact of routing and load balancing
alternatives for TE tunnel strcutures on the bandwidth
savings potential of ABA. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first series of papers in the literature trying
to quantify the performance gain of ABA compared to
SBA by bandwidth savings. From our point of view
this evaluation method yields more practical results with
regard to a monetary savings than the comparison of
blocking probabilities.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section II, we briefly review the BBB NAC and the SBA
approach for the dimensioning of the TE tunnels, aka.
BBBs. Section III describes possible implementations of
ABA in existing networks. In Section IV, the bandwidth
savings potential of ABA is investigated for a test
network and various capacity tunnel implementations determined by different routing and load balancing options.
Finally, Section VI concludes this work.
II. B ORDER - TO -B ORDER B UDGET BASED
N ETWORK A DMISSION C ONTROL (BBB NAC)
We briefly review the BBB NAC architecture and
explain how network capacity is assigned to the BBBs.
A. Network Architecture with BBB NAC
For our investigations, we consider a network architecture as shown in Fig. 1. This architecture uses
a tunnel-based admission control scheme called the

Fig. 1.
Network architecture with BBB NAC using multi-path
capacity tunnels

BBB NAC which, among several fundamentally different
network admission control (NAC) approaches [4], has
been elaborated in the project KING (Key components
for the Internet of the Next Generation) [21], [22].
During this project, the BBB NAC has been implemented
successfully in the testbed due to its technical simplicity
and resource efficiency.
In a KING network, BBBs bv,w are defined between
each two border routers v and w (cf. Fig. 1). BBB NAC
entities are located at the network egde. They admit flows
from v to w recording their requested rates and reject
flows if their requested rates exceed the remaining free
capacity of bv,w . An advantage of the BBB NAC is that
it does not induce states inside the core of the network.
This feature is certainly desired with regard to scalability
and resilience reasons. The network capacity assigned to
bv,w is exclusively dedicated to the corresponding b2b
traffic aggregate gv,w and can not be used for traffic with
different ingress or egress router. Figure 1 illustrates that
new passes only a single AC procedure at the
a new flow fv,w
network edge for a specific BBB bv,w . Admitted traffic
flows might than be distributed among the partial paths
of the illustrated virtual capacity tunnel from v to w.
The BBB NAC can be implemented in various forms,
e.g. using label switched paths (LSPs) as single path
TE tunnels associated with guaranteed bandwidths. For
e.g. an IP-based network architecture, the traffic might
be carried on equal cost multi-paths. Basically, the BBB
NAC can use any tunnel implementation in terms of path
layout and corresponding load balancing. Therefore, we
investigate in Section IV different tunnel implementations and their impact on the bandwidth savings potential
of ABA.

B. Tunnel Dimensioning with Static Bandwidth Allocation
The BBBs require enough capacity to carry the expected traffic with a sufficiently low flow blocking probability. To reduce the computational effort, the tunnel
dimensioning for SBA and ABA does not consider
resilience aspects but it can easily be extended for that
purpose [4].
The required capacity for BBB bv,w is calculated to
carry the expected offered load av,w with a sufficiently
low flow blocking probability. We assume a Poisson
model for the flow arrivals and a generally distributed
holding time. Traffic flows make rate requests of different sizes which increases the variance in our traffic
model. These are appropriate assumptions for a multirate real-time multimedia Internet [23], [24]. The wellknown Kaufman-Roberts algorithm [25] computes the
flow blocking probability given the offered load and the
link capacity. Our algorithm for tunnel dimensioning
inverts this formulae in an efficient way such that we
can determine the required capacities of all BBBs. The
required capacity for a specific link is then calculated
by summing up the capacities of all budgets whose
aggregates are transported over that link, i.e., the routing
and load balancing information comes into play.
In practice, the sum of all required link capacities is
easier to compare than effective flow blocking probabilities for the b2b aggregates. Therefore, we use our
network dimensioning approach to evaluate the performance gain of ABA vs. SBA in Section IV for
differently structured capacity tunnels implementing a
certain routing and load balancing scheme.
III. I MPLEMENTATION OF
A DAPTIVE BANDWIDTH A LLOCATION (ABA)
We evaluate the performance of ABA within TE
tunnels by network dimensioning as will be described in
Sec. IV. However, ABA has to be implemented somehow
for existing networks for which the topology, link capacities, traffic matrix estimates, and information about
applied routing and load balancing schemes are given.
Therefore, we first explain the architectural requirements
for these networks using ABA, then we describe two
concepts which implement ABA.
A. Network Requirements
Our goal is a fair assignment of network capacity to
the TE tunnels such that each b2b traffic aggregate has
almost the same blocking probability. If the loads of the
aggregates change, an ABA mechanism has to reassign
the network capacity to the tunnels in order to keep the
blocking probabilities balanced. To trigger the capacity

reassignment, we need a qualified feedback from the
network about the current traffic aggregates and their
blocking probabilities. Basically, both can be acquired
through measurements. However, there are two reasons
why we do not measure the blocking probabilities directly. Firstly, blocking probabilities are usually in the
order of 10−3 or below and a relatively long time is
required to get a good estimate. Secondly, we want to
detect situations with high blocking probabilities before
they actually occur in order to avoid them. Therefore,
we rather observe the time-variant traffic matrix and
calculate the blocking probabilities using the KaufmanRoberts algorithm. The details on the calculation procedure which is explained in [4] are omitted due to the
lack of space. We know that traffic matrix estimation is
a difficult problem [8] but e.g. LDP statistics can provide
sufficient support to derive an appropriate estimate of the
current traffic matrix [26].
An intelligent entity is required to gather all the
network monitoring information and to calculate thereon
the necessary tunnel capacities. This entity might also
be used to remotely (re-)configure the tunnels in the
network. In contrast to, e.g., a bandwidth broker, the
entity might be implemented such that it is not vital
to normal network operation. If so, the tunnel capacity
assignment procedure can be performed offline.
B. Concepts for Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation
In the following, we suggest two ABA concepts for the
assignment of network capacity to the TE tunnels. They
both adapt the tunnel capacities to the current traffic demands but differ in their implementation, signaling, and
processing complexity. We only describe them briefly
since the details and the comparison of the concepts can
be found in [19].
1) Complete Capacity Reassignment (CCR): If triggered, this method recalculates and reconfigures all tunnels in the network. There are two options to define
a trigger. The most intuitive is to iterate the CCR
in regular time intervals and thus independent of the
current network state. A small iteration interval requires
much computation power and causes high signaling and
configuration effort while a long iteration interval may
lead to large response times in case of traffic changes
and to unbalanced blocking probabilities. Both extremes
must be avoided. Another option is to explicitly trigger
the CCR whenever the blocking probability of one or
more tunnels leave a predefined tolerance interval. This
interval provides an upper and lower bound for its corresponding blocking probability. CCR is triggered only
if the current blocking probability changes significantly,
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With SBA, the capacity of each TE tunnel must be
dimensioned for its corresponding busy hour aggregate.
The benefit of ABA consists of potential bandwidth
savings that are due to temporal fluctuations of the traffic
demands. In general, a link carries the traffic of various
aggregates. If the busy hours of different aggregates
occur at different times, less capacity may be required on
a link if the TE tunnels adapt to their current demands.
The bandwidth saving results in [19], [20] are restricted
to simple single path tunnels. Therefore, we quantify
them in this section for different tunnel implementations,
i.e. for TE tunnels that consist of multi-paths combined
with different load balancing options.
A. Evaluation Design
We use a network dimensioning approach and compare the overall network capacities required for ABA
and SBA. Figure 2 shows our test network. The nodes
are located in different time zones and the population of
the associated cities and their surroundings are given.
For the evaluation of bandwidth savings, we require
static and dynamic traffic demand models. Therefore, we
first describe the construction of a static demand matrix
proportional to the city sizes in Fig. 2. Then we derive
dynamic demand matrices by oscillating the offered load
between each ingress/egress node pair according to their
time-dependent user activity.
1) Static Demand Matrices: Based on the average b2b
offered load ab2b and the number of border nodes |V|,
we define the overall offered network load atot = ab2b ·

1
0.9
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0.7

active(.,t)

i.e., if it leaves its tolerance interval. The trigger for CCR
can therefore be a capacity under- or overprovisioning in
the TE tunnels.
2) Selective Capacity Reassignment (SCR): This concept requires tolerance intervals for the blocking probabilities of the b2b traffic aggregates as previously
described. When the network capacity is assigned for
the first time, all TE tunnels are dimensioned such
that the corresponding blocking probabilities result to
planned values, e.g. 10−3 for all aggregates. The network
capacity not initially assigned to the tunnels is retained in
a free resource pool. If, by the time, some blocking probabilities leave their tolerance intervals, only the capacity
of affected tunnels is adapted by acquiring more capacity
from the free resource pool or by returning excessive
capacity to it. This reduces the overall computation,
signaling, and configuration effort. If the free resource
pool is depleted, all tunnels are reinitialized.
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|V| · (|V| − 1). For each pair of ingress/egress nodes v
and w, we define a static offered load
( a ·π(v)·π(w)
P tot
if v 6= w
x,y∈V,x6=y π(x)·π(y)
av,w =
(1)
0
if v = w

where π(v) is the population of city v ∈ V . We then
declare the loads av,w as busy hour loads and scale them
simultaneously by the setting of ab2b . The resulting static
demand matrix A = [av,w ]v,w∈V contains the offered
loads measured in Erlang between each two TE tunnel
endpoints. To obtain a real traffic matrix in terms of
an instantaneous traffic pattern, the loads av,w must be
multiplied with a mean flow size. For our investigations
we use traffic aggregates comprising three different flow
sizes with a mean of 768Kbit/s.
2) Dynamic Demand Matrices: For the construction
of dynamic traffic matrices, we define for each node v ∈
V an activity function that depends on the coordinated
universal time (UTC) t and the time zone of v :

0.1
if L(v, t) ∈ [0:00; 6:00)
³
³
´´10
active(v, t) =
1 − 0.9 · cos (L(v,t)−6h)π
else
18h
(2)
The function L(v, t) = (t + τ (v) + 24)mod 24 ∀t ∈
[0:00; 24:00) calculates the local time at node v ∈ V at
UTC t with τ (v) being the time zone offset for v . The
activity function is illustrated in Fig. 3. The curve shows
the percentage of active population of border router v
depending on the local time t. Based on the activities at
nodes v and w, we now define time-dependent aggregate
loads av,w (t). In [20], we identified three simple options
to let these loads fluctuate over time t. Hence, the
offered load for each b2b relationship can be made
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Topology, time zones, and population of our world-spanning test network

proportional (1) to the active population at the ingress
v , referred to as linearity to provider activity (LPA),
(2) to the active population at the egress w, referred to as
linearity to consumer activity (LCA), or (3) to the active
population at both, ingress v and egress w, referred to
as linearity to provider and consumer activity (LPCA).
Detailed information about any of these models can
be found in [20]. The first two models provide similar
demand matrices since they are symmetric approaches.
For the sake of simple comparison of different tunnel
implementations, we restrict our presented results to
the last, i.e., the LPCA model. With LPCA the offered
load is proportional to the provider and the consumer
activity, i.e., av,w (t) = av,w · active(v, t) · active(w, t).
The corresponding dynamic demand matrix is A(t) =
[av,w (t)]v,w∈V . LPCA traffic may be caused e.g. by peerto-peer applications, where content is exchanged among
peers controlled by human beings. The peers may request
and offer contents at the same time.
B. Tunnel, Link, and Network Capacity Dimensioning
We compare the required network capacity for ABA
and SBA. In both cases, we first dimension the TE tunnel
capacities with regard to a blocking probability of 10−3 ,
the respective static and dynamic demand matrices, and
the routing and load balancing characteristics of the
tunnel implementations. Then we assign capacities to
the links as required by the previously determined tunnel
capacities and, finally, we calculate the overall required
network capacities for ABA and SBA.
1) Capacity Dimensioning for SBA: The demand matrix Amax = [maxt (av,w (t))]v,w∈V contains for each b2b

aggregate its maximum offered load over all times t.
Taking the mean flow size into account, these values have
to be supported by the TE tunnels with statically assigned
capacity. The capacity cl of link l is then calculated as
the sum of capacities of those tunnels whose aggregates
are carried on l. In our former experiments we used
single-path routing. With multi-path routing, only the
fractions of the aggregates transported on the links must
SBA of
be respected. Finally, we calculate the sum Ctot
the maximum link capacities cl as the overall required
network capacity for SBA.
2) Capacity Dimensioning for ABA: We reoptimize
the network every 5 minutes during a 24 hours day cycle.
More precisely, we redimension the TE tunnels based on
the dynamic demand matrices A(t = i · 5 min) which
yields time-dependent link capacities cl (t). Hence, the
actually required link capacity is the maximum of all
link capacities at any time t, i.e., cl = maxt (cl (t)) .
ABA of the maximum link
Finally, we calculate the sum Ctot
capacities cl as the overall required network capacity for
ABA.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS FOR D IFFERENT
T UNNEL I MPLEMENTATIONS
The performance measures in our studies are the
Y and the bandoverall required network capacity CX
width savings BX for ABA compared to SBA. We
calculate them, given the traffic demand model presented in Sec. IV-A.2, for a blocking probability of
10−3 and different capacity tunnel implementations X ∈
{SPF, ECMP, xECMP, kSPMe, kSPMr} and bandwidth
allocation methods Y ∈ {SBA, ABA}. In the following,

we describe the different tunnel implementations investigated in our experiments and give numerical evidence
of their bandwidth savings potentials for ABA.
A tunnel is most simply implemented by mapping it on
a single path between an ingress and an egress node according to, e.g., the shortest path first (SPF) principle. An
ECMP-based tunnel consists of an equal cost multi-path
(ECMP) as defined in [27]. xECMP tunnels represent a
kind of relaxed ECMP tunnels, i.e., all partial paths no
longer than x-times the shortest possible path are joined
in the xECMP tunnel structure. This tunnel implementation can be deployed by appropriately set link weights
and may be reasonable for networks where only few
equal cost paths between routers exist. Since parameter
x is critical to the packet packet delay experienced in the
network, we restrict its values to x ∈ [1.0, 2.0] and use a
hopcount metric. k SPMe and k SPMr tunnels are based
on the concept of the self-protecting multi-path (SPM)
introduced in [28]. According to parameter k , a k SPM
tunnel consists of the k link- and node-disjoint shortest
paths [29], [30] between tunnel in- and egress nodes.
These k shortest paths might certainly have different
lengths. For a k SPMe tunnel, its traffic load is distributed
equally among all k partial paths. For a k SPMr tunnel,
the traffic load is distributed reciprocally to the partial
path lengths, i.e., shorter partial paths carry larger traffic
load shares than longer partial paths.
A. SPF vs. ECMP Tunnel Implementation
Tables I and II show the overall required network
Y and the bandwidth savings B
capacities CX
X for SPF
and ECMP tunnel implemenations, respectively. The
results are calculated for different b2b offered loads ab2b .
Both, the required network capacities and the bandwidth
savings, increase with a rising offered load. For values
Y scales sub-proportionally with a
ab2b ≤ 104 , CX
b2b
which is due to the superior economy of scale of larger
links. For values ab2b ≥ 104 the achievable multiplexing
Y scales almost linearly with
gain diminishes and CX
ab2b . This holds for SPF as well as for ECMP tunnels.
Likewise, the bandwidth savings BX first increase overproportionally with the offered load and then converge
slowly to a maximum of about 17.8% for SPF tunnels
and 20.1% for ECMP tunnels. Therefore, ECMP tunnels
are slightly more effective in connection with ABA than
SBA
SPF tunnels. Please note that the values for CSPF
SBA
and CECMP are identical per definition. In contrast, less
overall network capacity is required for ECMP compared
to SPF tunnels if ABA is used instead of SBA, i.e.
ABA < C ABA . If the tunnels are implemented
∀ab2b : CECMP
SPF
as ECMPs, the network links need on average less

TABLE I
N ETWORK CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS AND BANDWIDTH SAVINGS
FOR SPF TUNNELS
ab2b
1E+01
1E+02
1E+03
1E+04
1E+05
1E+06

BSPF
9.69%
14.47%
16.82%
17.54%
17.73%
17.79%

SBA
CSPF
1.85E+07
6.78E+07
4.44E+08
3.88E+09
3.74E+10
3.71E+11

ABA
CSPF
1.67E+07
5.80E+07
3.69E+08
3.20E+09
3.08E+10
3.05E+11

TABLE II
N ETWORK CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS AND BANDWIDTH SAVINGS
FOR ECMP TUNNELS
ab2b
1E+01
1E+02
1E+03
1E+04
1E+05
1E+06

BECMP
11.00%
16.39%
19.00%
19.77%
19.97%
20.03%

SBA
CECMP
1.85E+07
6.78E+07
4.44E+08
3.88E+09
3.74E+10
3.71E+11

ABA
CECMP
1.64E+07
5.67E+07
3.60E+08
3.12E+09
2.99E+10
2.96E+11

capacity which is explained by the composition of the
traffic carried on these links. For SPF tunnels, we have on
average 15 integral aggregates carried on a link, whereas
for ECMP tunnels, we have 28 partial aggregates in the
mean. Splitting the aggregates leads to a more evenly
balanced load which reduces the average required link
capacity.
B. xECMP Tunnel Implementation
Figure 4 shows the required network capacities
and the bandwidth savings BxECMP achievable
with xECMP tunnels for different values of the relaxation parameter x. Here, we set the offered b2b
load ab2b = 104 Erlang. From previous investigations (cf.
Sec. V-A) we know that the multiplexing gain for ab2b ≥
104 is widely exploited and therefore does not influence
the illustrated results. Increasing parameter x from 1.0
Y
to 1.2 and from 1.8 to 2.0 has no impact on CxECMP
and
BxECMP because the structures of the xECMP tunnels
do not change for these transitions of x. In contrast,
the bandwidth savings and capacity requirements rise
continuously for values x between 1.2 to 1.8. The reason
for the growing capacity requirements is the increased
average path length in the xECMP tunnels. From x = 1.2
to x = 1.8 the average number of links per xECMP
tunnel rises from 4 to 30 and, simultaneously, the average
number of aggregate shares per link rises from 28 to 183.
Intensifying the load distribution causes that the network
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independent of the load distribution option and the
bandwidth allocation method. For k > 4, the network
capacity requirements grow less. The reason is that
only few ingress/egress node pairs exist for which more
than 4 link and node disjoint paths can be provided
in our test network. Although k SPMr tunnels require
less overal network capacity than k SPMe tunnels, i.e.,
Y
Y
∀k : CkSPMr
≤ CkSPMe
, the bandwidth savings for both
implementations are almost identical, rising from about
18% for k = 1 to 29% for k = 6.
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Fig. 5. Network capacity requirements and bandwidth savings for
kSPMe tunnels

capacity requirements for ABA increase on average less
SBA
with rising x than those for SBA. The increase of CxECMP
ABA
is stronger than that of CxECMP and therefore, BxECMP
enlarges from about 20% for x ≤ 1.2 to 30% for
x ≥ 1.8.
C. kSPM Tunnel Implementation
Y
Figure 5 shows the required network capacities CkSPMe
and shows the bandwidth savings BkSPMe for different
numbers of partial paths k per SPM tunnel with equal
load distribution. Figure 6 shows the respective results
Y
CkSPMr
and BkSPMr for k SPM tunnels with a load distribution reciprocal to the partial path length. All values
are again calculated for a b2b offered load ab2b = 104
Y
Y
and CkSPMr
Erlang. The network capacities CkSPMe
grow strong for k ≤ 4 partial paths per SPM tunnel,

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we considered adaptive bandwidth allocation (ABA) for traffic engineering tunnels. We investigated the impact of different tunnel implementations on the bandwidth savings potential of ABA. Static
bandwidth allocation (SBA) assigns the network capacity
to the tunnels according to the busy hours of their
corresponding traffic aggregates. If the traffic demand
is highly variable, this leads to underutilization of some
tunnels and increased blocking probabilities at others.
Adaptive bandwidth allocation avoids this problem by
adapting the capacity assigned to the tunnels according
to the current traffic demand.
We quantified the advantage of ABA over SBA by
calculating the overall required network capacity for a
wide area test network. We constructed traffic demand
matrices proportionally to the user activity at the network
nodes and considered five different tunnel implementations: single path tunnels according to the shortest
path first (SPF) principle, equal cost mutli path (ECMP)
tunnels, relaxed ECMP (xECMP) tunnels, and selfprotecting multi-path (SPM) tunnels with either equal

(k SPMe) or reciprocal (k SPMr) load distribution among
the k partial paths. Our evaluation results show that
the bandwidth savings potential of ABA depends on
the tunnel implementation. Hence, about 17.5% capacity
savings were achievable with SPF tunnels, 20% with
ECMP tunnels, 25.5% for xECMP with x = 1.4, and
about 28.5% for k SPMe and k SPMr tunnels with k = 4.
Our numerical results are of course specific to our
test network and the traffic model assumptions. However, these assumptions apply for all investigated tunnel implementations and, therefore, the results advocate
multi-path tunnels which are also favoured if we take
network resilience aspects into account. The resilience
requirements surely influence the bandwidth savings of
adaptive bandwidth allocation and thus give room for
future work.
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